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D
"They had an excellent project

management process."

PROJECT SUMMARY

deltAlyz Corp. conducted Power BI trainings for

a transportation firm to help them utilize their

software for their reporting and analytics needs.

Overall, they conducted three sessions between

May–June 2021.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

Detailed and helpful,

deltAlyz Corp. conducted

successful Power BI training

sessions. The client was

impressed by how they

explained the process of

using the software for data

analytics. Their solid

workflow coupled with their

strong knowledge made for

a harmonious and fruitful

collaboration.
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deltAlyz Corp.

The Client

Introduce your business and what you do there.

I work for the federal government as a senior financial analyst.

The Challenge

What challenge were you trying to address with

deltAlyz Corp.?

We hired deltAlyz Corp. to give us training on how to use Power

BI for data analytics.

E Sr Financial Analyst,

Transportation

Organization

G Transportation

F Ottawa, Ontario

CLIENT RATING

4.5

Overall Score

Quality: 4.5

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 4.5

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

What was the scope of their involvement?

They focused on how we could use Power BI as the software we

could use for reporting and analysis in our organization. We had

a two-day session with them in May. After that, I had a follow-up

one-day session for myself in June.

What is the team composition?

There was only one instructor for our team, but I wasn’t sure if

they had more employees in the background.

How did you come to work with deltAlyz Corp.?

deltAlyz Corp. was found by our data and analytics team

manager. She was the one who organized the sessions.

What is the status of this engagement?

We worked together from May–June 2021.

The Outcome

What evidence can you share that demonstrates the

impact of the engagement? 

The instructor we had was very thorough; he presented himself

and the software extremely well. He was also able to walk us

through the step-by-step process of using Power BI. On top of

that, he provided incredible explanations that could be

understood by people who weren’t that well-versed in data

analytics.

deltAlyz Corp.
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How did deltAlyz Corp. perform from a project

management standpoint?

They had an excellent project management process; deltAlyz

Corp. had a set agenda of what would be covered in the sessions

and the only time we exceeded it was because they devoted extra

time to answer specific questions. We used Microsoft Teams to

communicate during the engagement.

What did you find most impressive about them?

I haven’t been really exposed to others extensively, so I wouldn’t

be able to compare them. However, our experience with deltAlyz

Corp. was great. If I would hire them again, their instructor would

be perfect because he had high-level knowledge.

Are there any areas they could improve?

The material they discussed was very extensive. Thus, for some

of the people in our organization, the discussion was very

compressed. It would’ve been helpful if they had allotted extra

time or segregated the amount of material they presented.

However, my comment would be very subjective because

understanding their presentation would differ from one person to

another.

Do you have any advice for potential customers?

Review your software ahead of time if you have the opportunity

so that your training sessions with deltAlyz Corp. will be much

easier.

contact@deltalyz.com

604 724 5891

deltalyz.com/contact-us
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